
2H/6H/10H
Element

Vibe That Ignites My
Financial Flow

Fire Passion

Earth Putting in the work

Air Talking it out

Water Trust

This is the energy to let churn in the background. It's the vibe to allow, as you go
about your work. This grand trine of elements in sync can keep abundance flowing to
you as long as you're not in the way of the keywords for their element.

LET'S GET LAYERED! ELEMENT OF EASE (PART 1)

It's time to layer all the components we've explored to create a Chart Harmony
remedy that supports our natal setpoint for abundance fully!

Your Money Story
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The rulers of your 2nd, 6th, and 10th
houses are your board of directors for
these 3 money houses. How do they
behave when they're at the table with you?
Does one planet dominate? Can we get
them more in balance? This is the
committee that supports your approach
for earned income/values/enoughness
(2H), your daily systems and consistency
(6H), and your public persona/ability to be
seen doing your work (10H). Let's get 'em
on the same team!

You sit here!

Consider meeting with these planets 
 regularly under a Taurus or Scorpio
Moon or on a Venus Day or on any
GREEN DAY using your Chart Harmony
colors. This is when you can connect fully
with these participants in the vibe that
keeps money flowing to you with ease!

https://chartharmony.com/
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LET'S GET LAYERED! MONEY MODALITY (PART 2)

Next, let's get our money houses balanced to our liking by leaning into their
shared modality as we do more Chart Harmony.

Your Money Story
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We've already visited your 2nd house as a
part of the element of ease for money. Now,
let's look at it in relationship to the 8th
house, as these 2 houses represent the 2
main ways money flows into our lives (and
the modality here has a lot to do with how
balanced these houses can be).

2H/8H Modality Pathway to Shift Distribution of My Incoming Revenue

Cardinal Take the lead; be decisive; get intentional

Fixed Make a commitment and stick to it; be consistent

Mutable Catalyze change; focus on the process

Next, we connect with the 2H and 8H signs and rulers. Let's say you have Capricorn
Rising and you feel as though you have a good relationship with your 2H Aquarius.
It's ruled by Saturn. You're consistent in how you pull in money in exchange for hours
worked or services provided. You have solid structure here. Now you'd like to invite in
far more 8H windfalls, investments by others, leveraged money from outside sources
(NOT an exchange of value for value; that's 2H territory).

Which of these houses has the largest role in
your financial life? 2H = earned income, on a
predictable schedule; 8H = windfalls,
investments, leveraged income, lottery
winnings, inheritances, loans, tax refunds.

To shift the distribution between these 2
houses, we first lean into their shared modality.

We know from the table above to lean into the 2H/8H modality (Fixed) by making a
commitment and sticking to it, specifically with regard to 8H activities. Because Leo
is the 8H sign for Capricorn Rising, the more Leo your 8H activities, the more you'll
fire up the investments others make in you. Leo loves to be seen! Lead from the heart!
Take the stage! Consider ways in which you can make your 8H goals visible (applying
for grants, entering contests, or maybe creating an online funding campaign).
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LET'S GET LAYERED! YOUR MONEY MAGNET (PART 2, CONT'D)

Venus can become a full-on tractor beam for love,
money, enoughness, beauty, and so much more...
when she's well-tended with Chart Harmony.

Your Money Story
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Since Venus is the planet of love, money,
enoughness, and the exchange of value for value, its
setpoint for EASE with being a magnet for all that
delicious goodness is largely determined by the sign
it's in. Consider connecting (on Friday, AKA Venus'
Day, ideally) in ways that serve that sign!

Sign Glyph How Venus Expresses in This Sign Also of Note

Aries a I like what I like when I like it... 
and when I'm done, I'm done!

Venus' detriment = she's 
detached and inconsistent here

Taurus s Life is a sensual experience! And I'll 
keep my wealth where I can see it.

Venus' domicile = she's 
resourced and at home here

Gemini d I swoon for musicians, artists, 
poets... let's stay up all night talking.  

Cancer f When I feel safe, I am loved. And 
when I am loved, I am a magnet!  

Leo g Acts of service = my love language... 
and my being in your life is a service.  

Virgo h Love is in the details. Show me the 
fine print before I'll trust you.

Venus' fall = she's stressed 
out and hits pitfalls here

Libra j Make it Instagram-worthy! Love 
should look good *and* smell good!

Venus' domicile = she's 
resourced and at home here

Scorpio k If I'm into you, I will wear you like a 
skin suit. Intense about transformation.

Venus' detriment = she's 
detached and inconsistent here

Sagittarius l Let's escape! Go on an adventure! 
Ooh... who just caught my eye?  

Capricorn ; Love is work. Enoughness is 
work. Attracting money is work.  

Aquarius ' It's all mental. I'm into you if you 
intrigue me or help heal the world.  

Pisces z A fantasy life so rich I sometimes 
forget to bring anyone along with me.

Venus' exaltation = she's 
uplifted and in the spotlight here

Bonus points: If your natal Venus is in the 5th house, it's
extra magnetic (and happy)! 
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LET'S GET LAYERED! MONEY MANAGERS (PART 3)

Your Money Story
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There are 2 signs that we look to for money management. Taurus and Scorpio.
They each have different ways of showing up for this work!

Taurus is in charge of our stuff. How much stuff do
you have? How do you treat your stuff? Do you loan
out your stuff? When we hang onto stuff out of
fear, Taurus needs soothing. Your enoughness
around money mindset will show up here.

House Taurus House Scorpio

1H Stuff makes me feel safe. 7H Relationships create change.

2H I love my stuff and I treat it well. 8H
Everything transforms into everything

else at some point. Celebrate that!

3H
Communicating about
my stuff makes it real.

9H
I question all gurus and experts as
I get to the bottom of every topic.

4H
My home is my stuff. And mom knew

best about how to make a living.
10H

I keep rebranding myself in business
and society says that's weird.

5H
My goal is to learn that playing

actually makes me a money magnet!
11H

These causes are important. I'm
reconstructing the collective here!

6H
Scheduling DAILY self-care is how I

pay myself first. Consistency is king!
12H I'm not paranoid... who told you I was?

7H Partnership is an investment. 1H Reinventing myself creates revenue.

8H
You can't take it with you, so invest

in experiences while you're here.
2H

I'm constantly revamping how I earn
revenue. It's tough to stay consistent.

9H
It's disconcerting to I learn some

things I've been taught are not true.
3H Every convo is meant to change us.

10H
Why must I be the face of my brand?
Can't I just work and never advertise?

4H
Let's flip some real estate while we
also flip what "family" means to us.

11H I'll fight for the underdog 'til the end! 5H
Turning someone's trash
into artistic treasures.

12H
My dream journal proves to me

that I can bring anything to fruition.
6H

Celebrating the ways my body
constantly transmutes stuff FTW!

Scorpio is in charge of how we transmute value for
value. Money is often exchanged for hours worked,
commodities created, and services provided. That
conversion is Scorpio's jam. Your relationship with
transmutation of value for value will show up here.

Remember our formula: The planet is the WHAT, the sign is the HOW, and the
house is the WHERE. Let's tour through the houses for these powerful signs!
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LET'S GET LAYERED! THE MISER (PART 3, CONT'D)

Saturn loves a budget. Of course, Saturn also
believes that we only ever need "enough" and
anything else is clutter. Giving Saturn a job we WANT
it to do is brilliant Chart Harmony, as it helps Saturn
NOT pump the brakes on our financial flow.

Your Money Story
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Saturn's Day is Saturday and that's a great time to
declutter, abstain from something, wear black,
organize a system, use cannabis, set a boundary... all
things respected for their efficiency and structure.

Sign Glyph How Saturn Expresses in This Sign Also of Note

Aries a It's really challenging to build structure
in this "puppy" energy. I'm exhausted.

Saturn's fall = he's stressed 
out and hits pitfalls here

Taurus s Anything worth doing is worth doing well.
Built to last. The proof of worth is visible.  

Gemini d A good argument starts with the solid
structure for every point made.  

Cancer f I'd love to create systems that make Cancer
feel safe, but WOW does this sign worry!

Saturn's detriment = he's 
detached and inconsistent here

Leo g If only Leo could step out of the spotlight
at times and appreciate the stage manager.

Saturn's detriment = he's 
detached and inconsistent here

Virgo h We agree! Systems are order and order is
everything. We proofread each other's lists.  

Libra j There is nothing more orderly
than balance. It's incredibly fair.

Saturn's exaltation = he's 
uplifted and in the spotlight here

Scorpio k I will build a system that allows you to dig
as deep as you want on anything, anytime.  

Sagittarius l The stronger the foundation, the more
you may explore. Just always come back!  

Capricorn ; There will be no whistling while we work.
That's nonsense. Achievement needs focus.

Saturn's domicile = he's 
resourced and at home here

Aquarius ' My tolerance for innovation grows with
your willingness to stick to the plan.

Saturn's domicile = he's 
resourced and at home here

Pisces z Pisces really challenges me to accept
different ways of defining boundaries.  

Bonus points: If your natal Saturn is in the 12th house,
it's in its favorite place, which can really help you out. 
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